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05-19-2021 11:27 AM Recording Fee $0.00
The Board of County Commissioners met in regular session on March 2, 2021. Those present for the
session were, Ben Tisdel, Chair; Lynn M. Padgett, Vice-Chair; Jake Niece, Commissioner Member;
Connie Hunt, County Administrator; Carol Viner, County Attorney; and Hannah Hollenbeck, Deputy Clerk
of the Board.

•

A.

8:34

Note-This meeting was recorded for reference purposes. The meeting was
conducted virtually and in person pursuant to Resolution 2020-007 Setting Forth a
Virtual Meeting Policy During a Local Disaster Emergency.
The Board of County Commissioners convened as the Board of Health concerning
the following:
1. Public Health Director Update:

Tanner Kingery, County Public Health Director, was present.
Kingery provided an updated on testing, data and vaccinations.
Kingery said that the Public Health Agency was back to performing tests on anyone who requested one.
He said it would be helpful in lowering the percent positivity increase that was attributable to the Agency
only being able to perform tests on symptomatic people. Kingery said that the County was currently
classified as yellow on the State's color dial, and expected to move into blue as more vaccinations and
testing were available.
Commissioner Padgett said that Ouray and San Miguel Counties were very much connected in terms of
workforce. She was encouraged that San Miguel County wastewater testing showed a significant drop in
the presence of COVID-19. Kingery agreed, and said that it was a similar situation in Montrose County.
Kingery said that the State would be amending the Dial to consider small counties, as small numbers of
cases could severely impact a county's standing. Commissioner Padgett agreed; she said that it would be
helpful to utilize graphics in telling the State that small data sets unfairly penalized small counties.
Commissioner Tisdel agreed and encouraged Kingery to submit a request to be classified as blue with
the justification Commissioner Padgett referenced.
Commissioner Padgett encouraged Kingery to outreach the Agency's testing resources to the Ridgway
and Ouray School Districts. She said that if the turnaround time was quick enough, it would mitigate the
need for cohorts to quarantine and impact student's schedules.
Kingery reported that the County received a large shipment of vaccines the week before, which was
effective in getting the County into a good place to begin Phase 1B.3. Commissioner Padgett agreed it
was very helpful to get the large shipment; however, prior to the shipment, one in five eligible County
residents needed to leave the County to receive a dosage. She said that the vaccination clinic was
capable of delivering 800 vaccines a day.
Kingery said that the County would move into Phase 1B.3. The Board discussed the importance of
vaccinating public-facing employees, like restaurant and retail employees before the onset of the busy
summer season.
Kingery thanked the volunteers that had assisted with check-in, data entry, temperature logs, and other
vital tasks at the vaccination clinics. Hunt said that Kingery was working with the Human Resources
Director to utilize volunteer nurses.

B.

9:25

Call to the Public:
The UCa/1 to the Publicnagenda item is a time when the public may bring forth items of interest or
concern. No formal action may be taken on these items during this time due to the open meeting
law provision; however, they may be placed on a future posted agenda if action is required.

Affordable Housing
Tom McKenney, Ridgway resident, thanked the Board and Kingery for their response to the COVID-19
pandemic. McKenney was present to request that the Board have a standing agenda item that pertained
to affordable housing. He requested that a Board member be designated to follow affordable housing
topics. Finally, McKenney asked the Board to develop a policy regarding affordable housing that could be
shared with the community.

C.

9:31

Road and Bridge Reports:
1.

Road and Bridge Report:

Bill "Frowny" Frownfelter, Interim Road and Bridge Superintendent, was present.
Frownfelter presented a report on Road and Bridge activities and upcoming projects.
Hunt updated the Board regarding the ongoing recruitment for the Road and Bridge Superintendent.
Commissioner Padgett requested that all Board members be able to attend and participate in the
interviews. Viner explained that if Board participated in the interviews, they would need to be open to the
public and the applicant's resumes would be subject to public review. She said that it was best if an
individual Commissioner participated on the panel. Commissioners Padgett and Niece wished
understand that situation better, and thought that having one member of the Board participate in
interviews created an inequitable situation.
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D.

9:48

Public Hearing - Plat Amendment:
Application:

Plat Amendment to Fairway Pines, Filing No. 1, Lot 108 (aka Blue
Skyy Townhomes}

Property Owner: Randy and Debra Mathis & Blue Skyy Builders, LLC
Request:

Request for approval to enlarge the building envelopes that were
previously approved.

Mark Castrodale, County Planning Director, and Bryan Sampson, Senior Planner, were present.
Commissioner Tisdel opened the public hearing and explained the process.
Sampson explained that the applicant was seeking approval of a Final Plat Amendment for the purpose of
enlarging the building envelopes that were previously established in the first amendment of the plat.
Sampson said that a home had been constructed outside the designated building envelope. He said that
approval of the application would fix the issue with the structure on Unit D, which would require increasing
the size of the building envelopes on Units A, B, and C.
Sampson explained that the property was considered a Colorado Common Interest Ownership Act
(CCIOA) plat, which addressed the creation and operation of common interest communities. Under
CCIOA, two types of elements, general common element (GCE) and limited common element (LCE)
existed on the property. GCEs were defined as areas of development that were utilized by all owners, like
driveways and open space; LCEs were portions of the property that were allocated for the use by one
property owner, like a porch or parking space. Sampson said that the developer's attorney would be
required to attest to compliance with CCIOA
Sampson said that the Planning Commission had reviewed the application and unanimously
recommended approval of the request.
Sampson said that it was the determination of staff that the application had met the requirements set forth
in Section 6.12 of the Ouray County Land Use Code, and recommended that the Board approve the
request with the nine conditions listed in the staff report.
Commissioner Padgett asked if Sampson had made any amendments to the conditions as approved by
the Planning Commission. Sampson replied that he had added Condition 2, as it was typical practice.
Sampson was aware that the covenants for the development had not yet been recorded.
Commissioner Tisdel asked for clarification regarding the structure that was built outside the building
envelope on Unit D. Sampson said that the garage had been built further to the northwest, and outside
the designated building envelope, as depicted in Exhibit B of the staff report.
Commissioner Niece asked how the remaining building envelopes on Units A, B, and C would be
affected. Sampson said that the applicant would address the specifics; essentially the building envelopes
would be increased, and the buildings would be staggered.
George Saville, Blue Skyy Builders, agreed with Sampson, and explained that the staggering of the
buildings would result in a better ascetic.
Commissioner Tisdel asked if the square footage of the proposed buildings would remain the same.
Sampson said that the square footage would remain the same, but that proposal would theoretically
expand some of the landscaped area.
Commissioner Padgett asked if it was standard practice to see the building footprint on the final plat.
Sampson explained that because it was a CCIOA plat, the plat needed to depict the LCEs and GCEs.
Commissioner Padgett said that the County was appearing to be inconsistent in regards to what was
depicted on plats. Viner said that the Board had previously considered an application that was not a
cluster lot, and therefore building footprints were not included on the plat; she explained that as this
application was for a cluster lot, it needed to depict where each LCE and GCE were located.
Commissioner Tisdel opened the hearing for public comment.
Commissioner Niece said that written public comment included in the application was in support of
approval.
Hearing no public comment Commissioner Tisdel closed the public comment portion of the hearing.
Commissioner Niece said that he was ready to move forward with the application, with a condition that
the building footprints be reinforced. Commissioner Tisdel wanted to ensure that the square footage for
each building remained the same as depicted on the first plat.
Commissioner Padgett clarified that Commissioner Tisdel was recommending that the building footprints
be removed from the plat, so long as a statement on the plat specified the size of each building on each
unit.
Viner did not recommend that the Board remove the building envelopes. Commissioner Padgett said that
the covenants, conditions and restrictions (CC&Rs) could be changed. She asked if a condition could be
added that specified that the architecture, shape and square footage shall remain in order to retain the
integrity of the LCE and the building footprint. She said that the buildings were individual structures, not
townhouses. Viner asked if the applicant requested the ability to move the buildings within the footprint.
Sampson said that the applicant did not specifically request the ability to move the buildings.
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Castrodale said that it was problematic to show the building footprint within the building envelope.
Commissioner Padgett thanked Castrodale for the clarification.
Commissioner Tisdel said that if the building footprint was removed a plat note would need to be added in
order to retain square footage of the buildings as originally approved. Castrodale said that the square
footage was not dictated by this process. He said that the developer would make the determination based
on setbacks and building height and other constraints. He said that it only needed to meet the zoning
regulations set forth in the Land Use Code.
After a brief discussion regarding phrasing, the Board agreed to amend Condition 9 to state: The
Applicant shall add a note to the new plat that states the following: the changes made by this second plat
amendment to the Blue Skyy Townhomes development is to enlarge the limited common elements of
Units A, B, C, and D (pertaining only to the building envelopes and not to the septic tanks and leech
fields, or any other Limited Common Elements shown on this plat), and to remove the building footprints
shown on the preview plat recorded under reception number 223607.
M/S/P - Motion was made by Commissioner Padgett and seconded by Commissioner Niece to approve
the request to enlarge the building envelopes previously approved for Fairway Pines, Filing No. 1,
Lot 1OB as applied for by Blue Skyy Builders, LLC, with the amendment to Condition 9 as
discussed.
A roll call vote was taken on the motion with the following results:
Commissioner Tisdel voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Padgett voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Niece voted in the affirmative.
There was no discussion. Motion passed unanimously.

E.

10:45

Break:

10:50

Broadband Item:

1. Request for approval and authorization of Chair's signature on Fiber Optic
Indefeasible Right of Use (IRU) Agreement between Region 10 and Ouray
County:
Jeff Backes, County IT Manager, was present. Michelle Haynes, Region 10, was also present.
Commissioner Tisdel requested that the Board consider an additional clause in Section 15 that restricted
the provision of service except for first responder, first net or COOT purposes in the section between
Ouray and Silverton that had yet to be constructed. Commissioner Niece said that the idea made sense
to protect the high alpine area from significant development; however, he questioned if this agreement
was the right place to include it.
Haynes said that the section did not currently exist. Any additions or extensions of the line would require
a new IRU or exhibit. She understood what Commissioner Tisdel was trying to accomplish, but was
hesitant to include it in a document that did not cover the area. Commissioner Padgett agreed.
Commissioner Tisdel said that he desired to have the continued connectivity to Silverton, but also was
sensitive to what happened in the high alpine zone of the County.
Commissioner Niece agreed with Commissioner Tisdel's sentiment, but said that including it in the IRU
would have the consequence of dragging out the negotiations even more. He said that the documents
pertaining to the extension would be the appropriate place to include the statement.
Commissioner Tisdel said that the something needed be added to the IRU to capture the sentiment.
Commissioner Padgett suggested that Section 15 be amended to include the statement u • •. orconflicts
with the County's Master Plan or Land Use Code." After a discussion, the Board agreed to the
amendment.
Backes pointed out a minor inconsistency with a location on the map in Exhibit A
Haynes said that the amendments were minor and agreed to implement the changes.
The Board further agreed to add "as generally depicted on Exhibit A ... n in Section 2.
M/S/P - Motion was made by Commissioner Tisdel and seconded by Commissioner Niece to approve
and authorize Chair's signature on Fiber Optic Indefeasible Right of Use (fRU) Agreement
between Region 10 and Ouray County, with the three changes as discussed, subject to review
and approval by Region 10.
A roll call vote was taken on the motion with the following results:
Commissioner Tisdel voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Padgett voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Niece voted in the affirmative.
There was no discussion. Motion passed unanimously.
F.

11:37
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First Reading of Proposed Ordinance 2021-001 Repealing and Replacing
Ordinance 2015-001 and 2007-01 pertaining to Off-Highway Vehicles (OHVs) in
Ouray County:
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Justin Perry, County Sheriff, was present.
Commissioner Tisdel read the title of the Ordinance.
Viner said that she had inadvertently left off a provision from C.R.S. §42-4-1401 and 1402 that
pertained to reckless and careless driving. She suggested Board consider adding at condition 10 in
the "Now therefore" section. The Board agreed to the change.
Commissioner Padgett asked why the proposed Ordinance differed from the Hinsdale, San Juan, and
San Miguel Counties ordinances. She understood the purpose of this exercise was intened to standardize
the OHV regulations across the region. Viner said that the language used in the Ordinance was as written
in statute. She said that the other ordinances differed from statute which could be problematic when it
came to enforcement. Perry agreed, he said that the safety requirements were the same as the other
counties. He asked if the Ordinance as missing any provisions included in the other counties' regulations.
Commissioner Padgett said that she had made a redline version based on some public comment
received. She recommended that there be a blanket change of the word "driver" to "operator". The Board
agreed.
Commissioner Tisdel said that the Ordinance achieved taking the common elements from the other
counties' ordinances and incorporating them into a clear and concise draft.
Perry agreed that the language was straight from state statute. He said that the Board could change the
wording for ease of reading, but that the content needed to stay the same to not lose any enforceability.
Commissioner Niece said that he had several changes that would be best discussed in work session.
Perry agreed. He said that a resident had provided extensive redline comments, including one comment
that included a suggestion pertaining to after-market seats that would result in regulations that were more
strict than what was included in statute.
Viner said that the Board could set the amount of a first offense ticket; she had picked $250 and expected
more discussion. Additionally, the Ordinance gave the Sheriff discretion on whether or not to write a
ticket. Perry supported this change as he favored the approach of education and outreach.
The Board agreed to discuss the Ordinance during a work session on March 24, 2021 at 9:00AM, and
continue consideration of the first reading to April 6, 2021.

G.

12:14

General Business:
1. Request for approval of warrants:

M/S/P - Motion was made by Commissioner Padgett and seconded by Commissioner Niece to approve
the warrants as presented.
A roll call vote was taken on the motion with the following results:
Commissioner Tisdel voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Padgett voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Niece voted in the affirmative.
There was no discussion. Motion passed unanimously.
3.

Request for approval and authorization of Chair's signature on position
replacement form(s):

M/S/P - Motion was made by Commissioner Padgett and seconded by Commissioner Niece to approve
and authorize Chair's signature on position replacement form(s).

A roll call vote was taken on the motion with the following results:
Commissioner Tisdel voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Padgett voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Niece voted in the affirmative.
There was no discussion. Motion passed unanimously.
4.

Request for approval and authorization of Chair's signature on
Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) between Ouray County and Ridgway Fire
Protection District for use and storage of Ouray County Communication Van:

Justin Perry, County Sheriff, and Tammy Stroup, County Undersheriff, were present. Chris Miller,
Ridgway Fire Protection District Chief, was also present.
Miller presented the request, noting that the communications van would greatly increase the radio
coverage in the County. Perry agreed.
The Board pointed out minor typographical issues in the IGA. The Board agreed to set the term from
January 1, 2021 through December 31, 2021 with an auto renewal clause.

M/S/P - Motion was made by Commissioner Niece and seconded by Commissioner Padgett to approve
and authorize Chair's signature on Intergovernmental Agreement (/GA) between Ouray County
and Ridgway Fire Protection District for use and storage of Ouray County Communications Van,
with the changes as discussed.

A roll call vote was taken on the motion with the following results:
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Commissioner Tisdel voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Padgett voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Niece voted in the affirmative.
There was no discussion. Motion passed unanimously.
2. Request for approval and authorization of Commissioner's signatures on letter
concemlng Colorado Outdoor Recreation and Economy (CORE) Act

M/SIP - Motion was made by Commissioner Niece and seconded by Commissioner Padgett to approve
and authorize Commissioner's signatures on Jetter concerning Colorado Outdoor Recreation and
Economy (CORE) Act.
A roll call vote was taken on the motion with the following results:

Commissioner T,sdel voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Padgett voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Niece voted in the affirmative.
There was no discussion. Motion passed unanimously.
H.

12:26

CommissionerfAdminlstratlve Reports:

Commissioner Niece discussed the following:
1) COPMOBA-RAT Regional Trail Plan -Commissioner Niece reported that he had been invited to
participate in the group. The Board agreed that all Commissioner Members could attend and
participate in the meetings, and that Commissioner Padgett would be the Board's official
representative.
Commissioner Padgett discussed the following:
1) Vaccine Distribution - Commissioner Padgett was thankful to the state for increasing the
vaccine supply to the County. She said that the increased allocation for the week of February 2128 allowed Ouray County to get caught up and be in a good position to begin vaccinations for
Phase 1B.3.

Commissioner Tisdel discussed the following:
1) Little Blue Creek Canyon Road Project - Commissioner Tisdel said that some unexpected
delays had been experienced and that new suggestions regarding the closure schedule were
being proposed. He asked if the Board would be Willing to consider additional written comments
regarding the project and the proposed schedule. The Board agreed.

12:29
I.

1:30

Lunch:
The Board of County Commissioners convened into Executive Session pursuant to
C.R.S. § 24-6--402(4)(b)(e); for the purpose of determining positions relative to
matters that may be subject to negotiations, developing strategy for negotiations,

and/or instructing negotiators and legal advice regarding Ouray District Court,
Case No. 2021 CV30001:
MJSIP - Motion was made by Commissioner Padgett and seconded by Commissioner Niece to convene
into Executive Session pursuant to C.R. S. § 24-6-402(4)(b)(e) for the purpose of determining
positions relative to matters that may be subject to negotiations, developing strategy for
negotiations, and I or instructing negotiators and legal advice regarding Ouray District Court,
case No. 2021CV3001.
A roll call vote was taken on the motion with the following results:
Commissioner Tisdel voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Padgett voted in the affirmative.
Commissioner Niece voted in the affirmative.
There was no discussion. Motion passed unanimously.
As County Attorney, it is my opinion that the discussion
of the matter announced in the motion to go into executive session
constitutes a rivileged attorney-client communication.
.,__

~

Bf:f 1sdel, Chair

?.::
.

c CJ.µ--ta . v~
carol Viner, County Attomey

1:32

The Board of County Commissioners entered into executive session:

2:34

The Board of County Commissioners exited executive session:

Viner stated that the Board had just exited an executive session on the matter announced in the motion.
No decisions were made and nothing beyond the topic announced in the motion was discussed.

2:25

The Board of County Commissioners adjourned the regular session.
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
OF OURAY COUNTY, COLORADO

Attest:

~ > ~

Ben Tisdel, Chair

Lynfut:ia~g&/;,~Chair
Mctielle Nauer, Clerk and Recorder
By: Hannah Hollenbeck, Deputy Clerk of the Board
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